High-dose thiotepa alone and in combination regimens with bone marrow support.
Curative treatment regimens for leukemias, lymphomas, and testicular cancer have been based on laboratory observations of a clear relationship (generally linear-log) between increasing doses of chemotherapeutic agents and tumor cytotoxicity and on recognition of the need for combination chemotherapy to avoid the emergence of drug resistance. Chemotherapeutic agents have been selected for combinations based on cytotoxic activity, different mechanisms of action (to avoid cross-resistance), and different dose-limiting toxicities (to avoid additive toxicity). The ideal combinations use the highest tolerable doses of active non-cross-resistant agents to minimize the potential for drug resistance and achieve optimum cytotoxicity. Dose escalation is often limited by myelosuppression. Hematologic stem cell support from bone marrow or peripheral blood allows the administration of significantly higher doses of chemotherapy. In 1977, Thomas and colleagues in Seattle reported that 13 of 100 patients who underwent bone marrow transplantation for relapsed acute leukemia were disease-free 1 to 4.5 years later. Today, almost 50% of selected patients with acute myelogenous leukemia who undergo transplantation with human leukocyte antigen-matched sibling donor marrow during first remission are cured. Between 20% and 50% of lymphoma patients who undergo transplantation after failing conventional treatment have survived; those whose disease is responding to standard-dose therapy at the time of transplant have the best prognosis. Conditioning regimens that are sufficiently cytoreductive are not currently available for patients with solid tumors. The diversity of solid tumors makes it likely that a variety of regimens will be required. In a sequence of laboratory and clinical studies, we have constructed and evaluated a regimen comprising 6 g/m2 of cyclophosphamide, 500 mg/m2 of N,N',N''-triethylenethiophosphoramide (thiotepa), and 800 mg/m2 of carboplatin. The response rate in women with measurable breast cancer was 81%. While profound myelosuppression was noted, organ toxicity has been rare. This regimen, designed to exploit the principles of curative cancer chemotherapy, is associated with low morbidity and high cytoreductive efficacy. The regimen is currently being evaluated in a phase II trial in patients with previously untreated metastatic breast cancer who are responsive to conventional-dose chemotherapy. Of 29 patients entered in the study, only one has died of toxicity, confirming the low incidence of treatment-related toxicity associated with the regimen.